
Judy Niemeyer Retreat Oct 28-31: 

Queen Star Mixer (Queen/King size) and Kaleidoscope Mixer (lap size) 
Come Join us for these fun Mixer Series. Choose one of our kits or create your own in Quiltster 

either on your own or with a consult with Anna. There are 10 different units you can use to 

create your own unique quilt and we have over 1000 batiks to have fun with!!! Kits are limited 

and some will be cut based on demand.  We will be adding options through the summer as 

fabric comes in. You will need to pick up a kit before the retreat to have at least the papers 

foundation prepped before the retreat. We will be offering a prep class before retreat if needed. 

Here are the Queen Star Mixer Kits: Finished Size vary (80”, 91”, 100”) 

Available Kits Now: 

        

Amethyst: Cabin Fever  Blue Lagoon  Ice Castle DK Bkg  Ice Castle LT Bkg 

    

Fractured Star- Multiple Color Bkg Options  Rainbow Crystal 

Available Kits This Summer: 

       

Amethyst: Stone Bridge Forest Foliage 2  Succulent Jade  Fractured Star Brights #2 



Here are the Kaleidoscope (Lap- 68” x 68”) Star Mixer Kits: 

Available this Summer: 

           

Dazzling Gems    Island Waves  Autumn Lush   

         

Kali Jewels     Sizzling Fire   Plum Pudding 

 

If you like any of these designs but would like different colors, we would be happy to do a 

custom kit for you. We will have more Quilt ideas later this summer. As a retreat participant you 

can received 15% off your supplies for the retreat including your kit. If you would like to 

purchase a kit online, you can use coupon code: RetreatO19 to receive your discount. We will be 

adding kits to our website as we get fabrics in and cut. 

Basic Paper Piecing Supply list: 

• Add-a-Quarter ruler with Folding template 

• Glue Pen (sewline is the brand we carry) 

• Purple Thang 

• Zip Lock Bags 

• Paper Clips 

• Wonder Clips (regular and Large Size) 


